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This e-newsletter provides the UDW+ reporting community with UDW+ enhancement announcements, tips and general UDW+ information. New to UDW+? Visit the newsletter archive to view prior issues.

STUDENT HOUSING METRICS ADDED TO THE UDW+ REGISTRATION PIPELINE DASHBOARD
The UDW+ Registration Pipeline dashboard has been enhanced to include ‘Students in Housing’ data. Use this newly available data to view a weekly trend (relative to the term start date) in students that have housing assigned within the New York campus. The ‘Student in Housing’ chart is drill-able to student details. This data supplements the ‘Tuition & Housing Deposits’ graph available within the same dashboard. Starting with Fall 2018, student housing data is being archived. Therefore, going forward, the trend in student housing will be comparable to prior terms.
Read More »

STUDENT HOUSING DATA AVAILABLE FOR AD HOC REPORTING
The Registration Pipeline ad hoc subject area has been enhanced to include students’ housing data. UDW+ Student ad hoc users are now able to pull in student housing data into their custom reports using the following data elements: Housing Source, Building Code, Room Number, Contract Begin / End Date and Check In / Out Date.
Read More »

NEW ATTRITION PAGE ADDED TO THE UDW+ RETENTION DASHBOARD
At the request of the Office of IR, a new ‘Attrition’ page has been added to the UDW+ Retention Dashboard. The new Attrition page shows counts and rates of student who were part of the initially enrolled cohort, and yet are no longer enrolled at the University. Use the metrics on this page to analyze the student population who have departed the University.

The Attrition page consists of two subpages:

CUSTOMIZABLE UDW+ REPORT TO VIEW TEST SCORES
The Office of IR has developed custom reports in UDW+ to view test scores of enrolled students. These queries can be leveraged and customized according to your school's needs. For further details, please view the UDW+ Test Scores Instruction Sheet.

CREATE YOUR OWN CUSTOM UDW+ REPORTS
Do you have custom reporting and analytics needs but don't know where to begin? We're here to help!
1. Begin by attending a UDW+ ad hoc training session and learn how to use the intuitive OBIEE reporting tool.
2. Then browse through the catalog of custom reports that have been developed and shared by the NYU ad hoc user population as well as the Decision Support Group. You can easily leverage reports developed by others and customize them according to your needs.
3. Lastly, use one of the many UDW+ ad hoc subject areas in finance, student, human resources and more (all with intuitively organized data designed to address your business needs) and create your own reports and analyses. The Decision Support Group is available to assist and support you through the UDW+ ad hoc report creation process.
1) One Year Freshman Attrition Rate: This subpage shows the attrition rate for First Time Full Time (FTFT) Freshman students from year one to year two. A FTFT student is considered to be attrited if in year two, their cohort status is not 'Enrolled'. Use the available filters to view the one year freshman attrition data by school, legal sex, IPEDS ethnicity and US Citizenship status.

2) Attrition Rate (Internal Report): This subpage offers Schools more flexibility for purposes of internally reporting attrition numbers. It evaluates both the cohort status as well as the student's last registration status. To better align the attrition numbers for internal reporting, a student is considered attrited if they have either 'Departed NYU' (have been academically dismissed, withdrew, de-enrolled or dropped all courses) or 'Not Enrolled' (have not been term activated - term record unclear).

Read More »

OFFICIAL IPEDS COUNTS ADDED TO THE UDW+ HR ADMINISTRATION DASHBOARD

The UDW+ HR Administration Dashboard has been enhanced to include official IPEDS (Integrated Post-secondary Education Data System) counts. IPEDS data is captured yearly on November 1st, based on definitions and business rules developed in collaboration with the Office of Institutional Research (IR) and NYU HR. To view official IPEDS headcount and position count, simply go to the new IPEDS tab of the HR Administration Dashboard.

Read More »

BALANCE OF TRADE DASHBOARD REPLACED BY TMI
As per the Budget Office announcement on 6/27/18, the UDW+ Balance of Trade dashboard has been replaced by the Tuition Modeling and Intelligence (TMI) system. As of 9/1/18, the UDW+ Balance of Trade dashboard will no longer be accessible. If you have any questions or would like to request access to TMI, please contact Anthony Perez in the Budget Office.

**UDW+ AND THE FAME 9.2 UPGRADE**

In June 2018, NYU successfully completed the FAME upgrade from version 9.0 to 9.2. The purpose of the upgrade was to bring the application and supporting software in line with a more recent version of PeopleSoft and PeopleTools for enhanced functionality and performance. Please note that the existing UDW+ reports that source FAME data have not been impacted and can continue to utilized in the same manner following the upgrade. Questions about the FAME upgrade can be directed to AskFinanceLink@nyu.edu or 212-998-1111.